Risperdal and Attorney Michael Fields
Creating Homosexuals

The Guccie Times has offered the American people the book entitled An Evil Cop’s Hate: The Mental Health System in America. In this book, we investigated the abuses of the mental health system and how it is being used by cops to raise up subcultures of people who defy the basic moral fabric of our neighborhoods, not to mention hate Jesus Christ and Jehovah.

As per our investigations, the matter of certain drugs which a psychiatrist will administer as he sees fit, with no real scientific base for it, can change the physiology of a man’s body. Risperdal, as it is involved with a female hormone, is administered to a male to keep him calm, as a form of a sedative, but it is actually a way of introducing the male body to female hormones.

Attorney Michael Fields of the Capital District Psychiatric Center (CDPC) in Albany, NY is probably currently under investigation for his deals made with doctors to get the Risperdal in as many male patients as possible. Fields is supposed to be representing the patient and protect him from abuse by the mental health system, but it our inference that he is doing just the opposite to appease political and law enforcement officials.

The America government is fully aware of these kinds of abuses, especially and mostly of the poor. There is probably a special department in the FBI that covers these kinds of cases, but very often they do not have the staff to spread out all around the country, and doctors and cops are getting away with murder and torture. The FBI will step in and order a placebo for the patient during an investigation as a form of undercover work. This is why the American people have a right to bear arms and oppose a tyrannical government.

NAACP Refuses Offer
Robinson’s Kind Request

The Negroid race has found its way to political leadership in America, but has it passed the test of civilization? Why did there arise a KKK in the south? Was it only because of hate, or were the Negroid men being properly punished for raping the white owners plantation daughters? Is the black race secretly all Muslim or VooDoo but claim to be Christian, like it was with Jim’s tier-mate in jail?

Although we can not answer these questions, and we do not wish to dis-
Vandal Nails Evil Amazing Porn Hub
The Writing Is On the Wall

When I have social interactions with women in the tri-cities area, it seems to me that they would never agree with a porn hub, especially if they are mothers with children. So why then don’t they pole here group together to petition Albany to ban them? From what I understand it is the community in which the hub exists that can agree or dissagree with it. Perhaps—but then there may be laws, ebelive it or not, that protect the porn hub form it sb anning, like there are laws that protect prono on the internet. That is the way this country has saweded in favor of the Satnist.

Recently, in my travels to the Department of Social Services on Troy, I pass the Amazing Porn hub near to the underpass of the biggest brisge Troy ever had as a statm,ent of the power of the evil Apollyon. Its really no mistake that thwe Amazing hub ois there, in that ver yspot, almost right acceoss th stere to the government building that serves the poor peol of trTroy wit heir sustenance. That reflect o nthe mayer who allows that when he could veto it. Obviously the woner of Amazing is tryin to lure the poor into his store to make asex salve. Yet, the poel heither can’t see it that way because they are ignorant, or they aresimol y too yellow-back to propse a ban on the store to the City Council.

I thin tht Amazing is the only porn store in Troy, and if we closed it down there would be none at all. I was succesfulat closing down the Horrific Cinema Art Widescreen Theatre many years ago. Teher is no reason why we can’t work together onn this one.

The hub was recently tagged by a графити artist with a Christia slogan, and I supposed we can think that as a victory. But tagging is agasnt he law because it’s vandalisim, but Jim Guccione would be behind him. Yet, that’s no guarantee.

Do All Negroids Secretly Worship Kuta-Kinte?
Can You Trust the Born-Again Negroid?

Although I have been very patient and kind to the Negroid race concerning the prophetic judgement of their civilization in the Last Days, they simply refuse to show me any respect. To wit: they refuse to pay back the money they robbed from the prophet. Many many Negroid people go to their own black Christian churches as well as have become a part of the white man’s Christian church. But do they really believe that or has it always been a bloodline issue with them to prepare for a day of a great betrayal? Has the Negroid proven to us, the civilized white, that he has accepted the Christianity of the white Jew and Christian? Some blacks insist that Jews were black and even that Jesus was black, but many Christian blacks agree that he was white also; but could that be the great Judaite betrayal? Secular humanism tells us that Jews and Jesus was white. So do why do they insist? The other question is: who was Kuta-Kinte? According to Guccione Legend, he was a black slave that was named after the African Voodoo god Kuta-Kinte. And it has nothing to do with the Mallatto (half-white) man and his false moon-god Allah, it is purely the pure blooded black Negorid man’s false god as he was created by the bloodline of the white Cain to deter the black man into his historical cannibalism. These are hard facts that the prophet has to deal with.

When you are around the prophet of God, why don’t you speak a conversation with your wife that would please God is if he were here? First if all, that’s probably not your wife even though you are having sex. Because, you do not believe in Jehovah, you believe in Kuta-Kinte. So in case a white man ever wondered what Kuta-Kinte is, now you know, and there is no excuse for ignorance if the black man decided to rise up over the white man after he had stolen his America civilization.

If the Negroid race disagrees with me, why don’t you have a normal civilized argument about it? Why do you go about to kill me, like the Jews went about to kill Jesus? I’m not Mahammed. I don’t smoke opium like he did. I am the Prophet of the Last Days.

The only meter I have to prove to the world that the black man had honestly accepted Christ as his Savior was if he paid me in increments the money he owned me behind the NAACP’s back. Then I would credit him among the common man that he had done right to God’s Prophet and that he had accepted Jesus as his Savior, and rejected Kuta-Kinte or Allah. Then he could feel comfortable and accepted with the white man’s civilization.